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Committee Clerk Si
Minutes:

Senator Urlacher: Opened the hearing on SB 2051, relating to evidence of sales or use tax
payment or exemption for motorboat licensing.

Senator Wardner: Introduced the bill, testified in support. Feels it is a fairness bill. This bill
says that when you apply for your license, you will have to show proof to the Game & Fish Dept.
That you have paid sales tax on U. The problem comes when there is a private sale between two

individuals.

·Senator KrocpUn: Is it your intention that they pay sales tax one time?
Senator Wamoer: That i$ correct.
Sfgator StcacJ&jem: Are you aware of how we handle h whh automobiles?
$cgator Wardner: I have a general idea. The dJfference between boats and automobiles is titling.

We don•t title boats.
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Scn&tor S~nebjcm: If I soJd the boat or save Uto my son and he went to Jicensc H, would ho
havo to pay the sales tax aaajn?

Scoator Wmtncr:

No.

S~Dil0C Chrjstmaw,: Would the Oame & Fish Dept. collect the sales tax money and send it to

the tax dept,?

Sem.1tor Wardner:

They would have to go to the tax dept. to take care of it.

Repreaentatiye Dt2Ydal: co. sponsored, testified in favor of the bill.

This biJI closes the

loophole fn the current legislation.

RandY Yon: Dakota Sports in Dickinson, testified in support of the bill, Our problem is with
MT. They can come in and buy a boat without paying sales tax. The issue whhjet ski's is the
same thing, they take snowmobiles and ATV's, that's a titled vehicle, Jt's frustrating to lose

sales be'1ause of sales tax.

Senator Christmann: Are there any other kinds of vehicles that are non-titled that we should be
correcting at the same time?
Randy Yon: ATV's can be titled but it doesn't have to be. It's not too bad.

John Yallelx: OM and President of Vallely Marine Centers, testified in support. If this bill goes
through in the fonn that it's ul, I think maybe some of the language is a little vague. Rather than
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Maybe it should explain what falls under motorboats. License is too easy to gt.it.
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Senator Nichols: lfthere•s MT customers that want to buy a lioat from you, you can wave the
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tax for them?
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~ : Yes. That's part of the reciprocity.
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Sfflifor Kroo;plin: In the reclprveity agt~ment, there's no teeth in it that that dealer in MT has to
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coll~ the ND sales tax?
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lwm Y1Uely: None, whatsoever.
SODAIQC KrQlRUo: On farm machinery, when you buy Uout of state, don't those dealers collect

sales tax?

Om And,cllQQ: Office of Tax Commissioner, the situation for out of state seller, the
detcrm,natfon of whether they have to charge ND tax is based on if they have a presence in the
state.
Senator Stenehjem und John Vallely continue conversation through meter number 37.2

Paul Sbadcwald: ND Game & Fish Dept. testified in support of the bUI. Explains his position
through meter number 40.1.

Sena,or Stenebtem: Can I pa:, the tax at the Game & Fishrf

Paul Sbadewald:

We do not collect any taxes for any other agencies,

Senator Steoebiem: In that case, would you require me to show you a certificate that I've paid
the taxes to the tax dept, before you'd issue me the license,

PAPI Shadewald: Currently we would not,

SOQatQr Udacher:

If a dealer sold a boat, the purchaser could call in and get a temporary sticker?

l!aul S)]adewatd: That's correct.
Senator Stenebiem: Would it be burdensome to collect the sales tax at the point of registration?

Paul Shadqald: I don•t know that it would be burdensome, but we'd rather not,
Gary Andmcto: Tax Dept,, explains how they would collect the tax. 'l'his bill would primarily
affect purchases outside of ND. Through meter number 49.1,

Semen Stenebiem:

ls there a problem with the Game & Fish Dept. collecting the taxes?

GaQ: Aodmon: I wouldn't say there woold be a problem but enforcement might be an issue.

. Sme!m: St,eoohiom: Couldn't the tax dept. Still enforce?
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OltY AndQcaon: Vos Ucould.

i

Jobo Y1Jl~b:: Gets back up to explain a few things through meter number 54.

Paul Shadewald: We could collect the tax, and ff something gets complicated wo would refer
them to the tax dept.

Bandy YQJ): What we would really Uke to have is titling. We wouldn't even have this problem.

Ssmotor Urlacher:

Closed the ~earing on SB 2051, Action delayed.

Discussion held later, Meter number 35, 1-38,S,
COMMITTEE ACTION:
Motion made by Senator K~plin for a DO PASS, Seconded by Senator Christmann.
Vote was 6 yeas, 0 nays, 0 absent or not voting, Bill carrier was Sml.6tQC Wardner.
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FISCAL NOTE
Atqut1ttd by Leglttltlvt CouncH
12/14/2000

BUIJReaolutlon No.:

SB 2051

Amendment to:
1A. Stat, flacll effect: Identify the state fiscal effoct ond the fiscal effect on agency appropriations
compared to funding levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

18. County, city, and school district

f1101I

effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate polltlcal

subdivision.

--,-u.1r;--.2-oo--1-slennium
..
chooi
Counties

Cltl11

Counties

Cltle1

Counties

Cltlea

Dl1trict1

2. Narrative: Identify the aspects of the measure which cause fiscal Impact and Include any comments
relevant to your analysis.

SB 2051 requires that, at the time of Jicensing, sales and use taxes must be paid on boats purchased
out-of-state.
3. StMfl f.teal effect detaU: For Information shown under state I/seal effect In 1A, please,•
A. Revenue,: Explain the revenue amounts, Provide detall, when appropriate, for each revenue type
and fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive budget,

I

J
\

I

The fiscal impact of SB 2051 is estimated to be $300,000 for the 01-03 biennium.
B. E>c,,.ndtture•: Explain the expenditure amounts.

agency,

Provide detall, when appropriate, for each
llne Item, and fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriation,: Explain the approprlatlon amounts. Provide deta/1, when appropriate, of the effect
on the ,.nnla/ approprltttlon for each agency and fund affected and any amounts included In the
executive budget. Indicate the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and
appropriations.
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Kathryn L. Strombeck
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Agency:
Tax Department
Date Prepared: 01/16/2001
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Total

Yes

Senators
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Absent _(_.)
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMmEB
SB 2051: Plnenoe Ind Taxation CommlttN (Stn, Urllchtr, Chairman) recommends DO
PASS (8 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT ANO NOT VOTING). SB 2051 was placed on the
Eleventh order on the calendar,
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House Natural Resources Committee
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Conference Committee

Hearing Date February 9, 2001
Ta

Number
1

Side A

Side B

X

1
1

X
X

Meter#
2946 to end
1 to 408
2583 to

Committee Clerk Si
Minutes:

Rem, Galvin. Rep. Keiser. Rep. Klein. R~p. Nottestad. Rep. Porter. R~p. Weiler, Re,p. Hanson.
Rsm, Kelsh. Re.p. Solbera. Rm>L Winrich.
Chairman Rennerfeldt; Okay, I will open the hearing on SB 2051.
Sen, Ric,h Wardner - Dist. 37: The bill is bring before you has to do with fairness. I has to do
with buying motor boats, or water craft. If the sale is made in North Dakota the dealer collects
the tax on it. If it is purchased out side of the state, and the tax in that state is equal to or more

than the state of North Dakota, there is no tax to be paid, In the western part of the State, we
happen to border the state of Montana which does not have a sales tax. South Dakota which has

lower sales tax and we have water craft coming into our areas that the tax.es aren't paid on them
and it makes for unfair competition for our local businessmen. This bill is here to correct that
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problem, Here is the way we propose to do that. First of all upon acquisition or bring a boat to

the state you shall provide proof of exemption for sales and use tax and we will do it when we
license it with the ND Game and Fish Department. At th~ current time, you can go in buy a boat
an Montana, license it here and no one will check on you. In this bill you have to show proof of

purchase that you paid your sales tax. So if you bought the boat in Montana and came into North
Dakota and paid your sales tax, you would have a slip, get your boat licensed, show it to them
and that's it. What we are doing is having the Game and Fish Department ask for some kind of

record showing that you paid your sales tax before they will give you the license. It's completely
that simple, if you buy a boat with a casual sale, between two private parties, there is no salef, tax
')

to be paid. It does establish in here on line 13, acquired through a casual sale, the applicant shall
present a receipt for a casual sale, if you didn't bring that, all l would have to do is write down
the seller's name and phone number to provide proof I did buy that boat from a private party.

This bill is a fairness bill for our instate business people. The Game and Fish Department and the
Tax Department said they would work together on this, it is a positive to the general fund. I hope
you will Do Pass.
Rep,

DeKrey: I am assuming you are including auction sales. Would that be considered a casual

sale?

RQp, Wardner; Yes, that is a casual sate.

Rem, DeK.rey: Do boats have a title like a car?

Rem, Wardner: No, they don't. We've looked at that, we decid~d to take care of it here first r.nd
we've done a lot of talking about it and we say "Why", These boats cost a lot of money and if
somebody steals one, they can not be tracked. We are thinking about something in the next

sesaion.
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BG, HINQD; Does this include personal water craft?

Rem, Wardner; Yes. it does.
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ReJ). Hanson; How about if you bought the boat in South Dakota, paid their sales tax, do you pay
the difference?

•

ReJ,. Wardner1 That is my understanding. I believe it works that way. You would remit the

;''

!,)a

difference to the state of North Dakota.

Re,p. Galvin; Rep. DeKrey mentioned auction sales. I think consignment auction sales pay sales
tax.

Rep, Wardner; I would like to refer that question to the tax depart111ent.

Re,p, Weiler: If I go buy a boat in Minneapolis, and their sales tax is 8 or 9 %. I bring that boat
back to North Dakota, I paid that 8% tax. 'fhere would be no additional tax?

Re,p. Wardner: That would be my understanding, you wouldjust need proof you paid that tax in
Minne~ta.

Rem, Droydal; As the Senator has done excellent testimony, this bill does not change current law.
It just tries to enforce the law that is currently in place. How many people in a year come in and
file the fonn that they have purchased taxable items and brought them into the state and paid the
North Dakota state tax on them. Rich Claybourgh's answer was five and three of those fonns
were his, They checked the forms on used vehicles purchased from somebody else and they
appJy for a license. they did sp<.,t checking on how many of those vehicles had the right figures
0

and it was only 500/4 that were com~t. lt was not an official study. What this does is to help
people pay what they legally owe. No body pays twice. They do not pay the city sales tax. I hope

th.la bHI does the job, I have a concern about theft of motor crafts, because they are not titled.

I,
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That is an issue for next session, I think we need to try this and see how it works. It is to level the
playing field, it is not complicated. I hope you give this favorable consideration.

Vice Chajr Nelson; Are you aware in Montana, do they require a title?
Re,p, Drovdal: I am not aware of that.
Re,p, Nottestad; I commend the sponsors for what they have done in this bill, but I fault you for

not going the rest of the way. By going with titles, turning this over to Motor Vehicles you solve
all the problems. That way they can go to Minnesota, buy a boat, pay no sak.f tax and bring it to
North Dakota and title it. Then North Dakota gets the total sales tax. My point is to do this this
year and do that next year, that is incomplete.

Rep, Droydali I do certainly appreciate and agree with your comments, but I feel this is the way
to go this particular session.

Rep, Hanson: If you live in Watford City, buy a boat in Sidnt,y and license it in Sidney, you use
it in both states, do you have to pay the sales tax then, since we have the reciprocal on boat

licensing,

Rep. Droydal; If you are a resident of North Dakota and you bring products over here to use you
are responsible to pay sales tax. If you buy a boat in Sidney and license it fn Sidney to use in
Montana and you are a resident of North Dakota you are required to have a North Dakota license

also. You can use your boat in Montana if you are licensed in North Dakota.
•
Chainnan Repnerfeldt;
Could we get the tax department up here to answer alt the questions?

Gary Anderson .. ND Tax De_partment; The question of licensing. Minnesota, South Dakota and
Montana all have different tax rates, what generally happens if you purchase in another state if

we were to apply a license fee like on motor vehicles what would happen is if an individual
bought a boat in Minnesota and picked it up in Minnesota from the dealer, MiMesota tax law

PapS
Houae Natural Resources Committee
Bit~-,lution Number SB 2051
Hearing Date February 9, 2001
would require that 6 and 1/2% be applied to that sale. When that boat is brought back here ifwe
had a licensing fee like motor vehicles. the motor vehicle excise tax law does a reciprocity or
credit section. It indicates if you pay the sales, or use tax in another state you will get credit for it.
If that boat is pioked up in Minnesota and you pay tax in Minnesota we would recognize credit
for it at the time of licensing. Obviously if they have not paid sales tax in another state, they

would have that requirement to register upfront. Most states that apply a sales tax, all of those
states have a reciprocity clause built into the law that states if you pay sales tax in another state
legally, then our state will recognize that tax. On the auction sale business, this bill looks at the

purchases coming in from out of the state. As it applies currently in state, state law currently
requires any vendor to charge sales tax. When you are talking about auction sales. we apply the
same application on boat,s as we would out of state sale. If h is a casual auction, the sale of that
boat is not taxable. In a consignment situation you may not know the principles of that auction, if
they are not disclosed in that auction. the sales are taxable.

Rep. DeKrQy: If you buy a boat at an auction sale in North Dakota, thut would not be taxable,

Anderson; That is correct. If you are buying it from a fann,auction ..pything would be exempt
from tax.
l,l

Rep. PeKrey; Whaes to stop a guy from buying a boat in Minnesota, bringing it to North Dakota
and saying I bought this at an auction?

Andersonj This bill requires some sort of documentation provided. If they bought it at auction we
would want to have a sale bill, flyer or an address. We work very well with the other states and

thciir taxing authority, ifwe had a question we would contact them. In some cases the individuals

know where they bought that boat. I am envisioning sonte spot checks along the way. Right now,
we don't have any documentation, this would at least provide some to follow up on.
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Rep. Droydali Ifwe require titHng of boats we also would avoid the casual sale exemption too,
would we not?
,,

Anderson; If we are licensing boats similar to motor vehicles that would be true. You would no
longer recognize a casual sale.
Re.p. Nottestad: If they were handled as a motor vehicle, would that sales tax be paid in

Minnesota or would it be deferred until they get to North Dakota?

Anderson: It is going to depend on where the customer picks up or titles that boat. If he picks it
up at the sellers location in Minnesota he is first obligated to Minnesota's tax,
Rep. J' ~llttestad; So that is why all vehicles picked up in Minnesota are listed on the receipt

udelivered to North Dakota ?
0

Anderson; One of the problems we have with a boat versus a motor vehicle. Generaily in most
states when it comes to a motor vehicle many states treat it like North Dakota, where you are
\.

given thirty days to make a decision where you are going to title that car. So if I buy a car in
North Dakota I don't have to pay tax right away. The law gives me thirty days to make that

decision. Most states give you an opportunity to decide where you are going to use it and title it.

They might not identify a boat as a motor vehicle so they may require the tax immediately. You
have to look at other states first.

Rm,, Nottestad; The reason I question this is I have bought motor vehicles in Minnesota and we
have always up front paid the taxes in North Dakota.

Anderson: A good example is snow mobiles. North Dakota does identify a snow mobile as a •
motor vehicle. Minnesota does not. so if you buy it in Minnesota and pick it up there, you still
have to pay their sales tax, If you buy that same snow mobile in North Dakota and you want to

use it in Minnesota, our law says you have thirty days to decide where you are going to use it.
,,, .
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We kinda let it go and Minnesota doesn tt. So you have to be careful when you go beyond the
motor vehicle itself. What we define as a motor vehicle is not always standard around the county.
That creates the problem we are talking about.

Chairman Rennerfeldti Any tax questions from the committee? Anyone care to testify in favor of
this bill?

Randy Yon .. Dakota Sports in Dickinson: I support this bill. Our problem is the Montana sales.
It is hard to lose a sale to sales tax. It is frustrating for us. We would like to see them titled. If a

dealer from Minnesota delivers it to North Dakota, does he have to charge him sales tax in
Minnesota?

Anderson: When a boat is delivered by an out of state retailer to North Dakota with their
employees or with their truck they have an obligation to have a permit and collect North Dakota
tax. If they contract with someone and drop it off somewhere, in that situation we don't have any
authority to collect that tax. That what often happens, technically if they use their own trucks
they should by paying tax. Those are the people we try to track down.

Rep, Weiler: So Randy you end up doing is selling the boat for the price less the tax.
~

lfl have to compete I have to cut my margin. I have people tell me they bought in Montana
•

to save that sales tax,

Rem, Weiler; So the only way to get the sale is knock the price down.
Chainnan Rennerfeldt; How much do you think your sales would increase ifwe did this? ow
much are you losing?
~ Me

personallyt Sor 6 sales a year, 8 to 10 thousand dollars. The dealers in Montana even

tell the customers they save that much money, they advertise that,
\l

Rm, Drov4a1; 'Are you required to charge the city sales tax?
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~

Yes, we do, the maximum is $25.

Chairman Rennerfeldt; Any other questions from the committee? Anyone else wishing to testify
in favor of SB 2051?

Paul Schadewald - ND Game and Fish Department: We are in support of this concept. I think we
can easily check boats as they are registered. We will work with the Tax Department and I don't
think it will be a major problem. We have looked at titling, it is an interesting can ofwonns.
People don't like additional taxes. ·
Re,p, Droydal: Can you clarify which boats are required to have licenses?

Schadewald: The current definition is motor boats. So boats without motors are not required to
be registered.
Rep, Drovdal; The size of the motor doesn't make any difference?
Schadewald: No, no difference.

Chainnan Rennerfeldt; Any other question·s from the committee? Anyone else like to testify in
favor, any opposition to SB 2051? If not, I will close the hearing.
COMMITTEE WORK

Chainnan Rennerfeldt; How about SB 2051? No amendments?
Rm,, Nottestad; I move a Do Pass.
Bl<P, DeKrQy: I second.
~

Chainnan Rennerfeldt: Any further discussion on SB 2051? (explains to Rep. Keiser the content
of the bill).

Ro», Droydal; It doesn't change the existing responsibility of the tax payer. It just. makes them
accountable for the tax they owe,

Rem, Hagon; Are we sending these for floor action, Or are we just going to sit on them?
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Chairman Rennerfeldt (There is some discussion on protocol) Okay, we have a Do Pass on SB
2051. Any further discussion on it? If not call the roll.

MOTION FOR A DO PASS
YES, 15

NO,O

CARRIED BY REP. WINRICH
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMffTEE
SB 2051: Nltur1I Reaourcee Committee (Rep. RennerfelcH. Chairman) recommends DO
PASS (15 ';1EAS, 0 NAYS, ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). SB 2051 was placed on the
Fourteenth order on the calendar.
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